GREEN LEASE LEADERS
CREATING SUSTAINABLE LANDLORD-TENANT RELATIONSHIPS

LAW FIRM MINIMIZES IMPACT GLOBALLY WITH GREEN LEASING
This resource is part of a series of case studies showcasing exciting green lease trends and best practices. Visit GreenLeaseLeaders.com/Resources to download more case studies and learn how lease-by-lease, green lease leaders are improving landlord-tenant collaboration to drive higher performing buildings that help push the commercial real estate industry forward.
As one of the world’s largest law firms, Latham & Watkins (Latham) leases more than 2 million square feet of office space in 30+ locations in 14 countries. The firm seeks to minimize its environmental impact by conserving natural resources and energy, reducing its carbon footprint, and operating in a sustainable and cost-effective manner. With an overarching goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 25 percent by 2022 against a 2017 baseline, Latham primarily focuses on green-leasing and operational best practices, with an emphasis on energy-efficient buildings, high-performing workspaces to support its corporate sustainability standards.

Communicating Sustainable Standards and Practices

Green leasing provisions and careful site selection form a key component of Latham’s overarching sustainability strategy, which is overseen by a committee, Latham Sustainability, comprised of lawyers and professional staff from around the firm, known as Latham Sustainability. In conjunction with the firm’s Global Real Estate Department, Latham Sustainability has created a set of sustainable corporate guidelines, utilizing guidance from the Green Lease Leaders Tenant Reference Guide, that apply across the firm’s office portfolio. These guidelines not only demonstrate the firm’s commitment to environmental stewardship but also reduce the firm’s carbon footprint by decreasing energy consumption across its offices. For instance, as part of these guidelines, Latham aims to have all leased space fit-outs meet EPA’s ENERGY STAR Tenant Space Criteria or equivalent. Satisfying these criteria lowers energy costs and offers greater visibility into Latham’s energy use while providing transparency to tenant energy usage for the landlord. Latham tracks and measures data using an energy management platform, which provides office-level detail to help us to measure and manage our energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Through this platform, Latham can prioritize programs and initiatives that reduce energy consumption and effectively apply its energy management practices across its portfolio.

Latham utilized its sustainable corporate guidelines in the ongoing build-out of its New York office at 1271 Avenue of the Americas. Latham Sustainability and the firm’s Global Real Estate Department have been working closely with the landlord, engineers, and designers on integrating a multitude of sustainable features and amenities that support the shared goal of achieving LEED Gold EBOM certification of the entire building. Construction materials, equipment, and controls are being incorporated to improve energy efficiency and create a brighter and healthier work environment. Amenities—such as a bike storage facility and an on-site café that sources food from local farmers—will help also promote employee health and wellbeing.

Additionally, Latham negotiated green-lease provisions that ensure energy efficiency and help prioritize sustainability throughout the lease term. For example, Latham included a specification that provides access to overtime HVAC on demand. This avoids excess heating and cooling when Latham personnel are not occupying the space while supporting the flexible schedule of Latham’s lawyers and professional staff. The firm negotiated the right to directly contract for electricity, and has incorporated a cost-sharing provision, split between Latham and the landlord.

Aligning Sustainability Objectives from the Start

Latham is also committed to finding leased space in buildings that are healthy and high-performing. Latham created a Sustainability Questionnaire to assist in its site selection process and communicate its objectives around sustainability to prospective landlords. By outlining Latham’s sustainability objectives upfront, the questionnaire emphasizes the importance sustainability plays in Latham’s site selection process and presents opportunities to align sustainability efforts. The questionnaire requests such information as access to tenant energy data, water and waste management initiatives, health and wellbeing amenities, and green-building certifications. With this information, Latham has been able to incorporate sustainability into its decision-making process to determine which potential space aligns best with its corporate sustainability goals.

The firm’s Global Real Estate Department is focused on selecting buildings with energy efficient infrastructure and systems, and has sought to incorporate such specifications into its Work Letters in recent leases as a new standard. For all new leases, Latham seeks the option to sub-meter as well as the flexibility to procure renewable energy directly, if the landlord is unable to provide it. Furthermore, the firm is seeking enhanced
visibility into its energy consumption data by incorporating provisions that allow the landlord’s Building Management Systems to tie into Latham’s monitoring. For example, the New York lease permits Latham to install air flow measuring stations to measure the total amount of supply air and temperature sensors in the main ductwork to measure the air temperature.

Along with site selection, Latham actively seeks opportunities to partner with its landlords to achieve sustainability goals. The firm has worked closely with landlords in Germany to secure purchasing of 100 percent renewable energy, and is implementing such arrangements in more locations as opportunities arise. In San Diego, Latham worked with its landlord to deliver solar energy to the campus, which will supply nearly half of the firm’s utilities at this location through on-site generated solar energy, with the added benefit of anticipated cost savings of 10 percent in annual utility expense.

**Leading a Reduced Carbon Footprint**

With greater visibility into the firm’s performance and new opportunities for landlord-tenant collaboration, Latham is looking forward to future projects that lead to further reductions in GHG emissions. As a leader in the legal industry and member of the Law Firm Sustainability Network, Latham demonstrates the value of green leasing as an integral part of their business strategy and overall brand positioning.

If you are a tenant encouraging your landlord to collaborate on sustainability goals, or if you’re a landlord working closely with tenants to make their space more efficient and healthier, you might be a candidate for IMT and DOE’s Green Lease Leaders recognition.

The first step is to assess your lease and corporate documentation in comparison to the standards specified by the Green Lease Leaders recognition program. Even if you are not currently including energy efficiency and sustainability in your lease, but practice sustainability in building operations and management, the Green Lease Leaders criteria can serve as a guide for enhancing a lease to account for sustainability.

For more information on applying for Green Lease Leaders, or for help in building your own green lease, contact IMT at imtweb@imt.org or visit the Green Lease Leaders website to learn more about the program and how to apply for recognition:

https://www.greenleaseleaders.com/apply/